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12 12 02 with cable guide and 
length stop

Positive stripping thanks to precise
shape of the blades

Precise cutting of the insulation to 
a complete extent

12 Universal Insulation Strippers, particulary suitable for Teflon®

� with new stripping mechanism 
� precise blade shapes prevent

damage to the conductor and
make it easy to strip difficult
insulating materials such as
Teflon®, silicone and rubber 

� leaves wire undamaged; even
multi-stranded conductors are
stripped gently 

� with length stop for constant
stripping length during repetitive
work

� 4 replaceable blades 
� smoothly operating mechanism 
� compact design, lightweight

construction
� high operation comfort thanks

to handy shape

Model 12 12 02: 
� with additional cable guide for

exact positioning of the 
conductor in the stripping area
of the blade

Article-No. 9 EAN- 9 Head 9 Handles 9 Stripping capacities �

Code Length
4003773- mm2 AWG mm g

12 12 02 048077 nickel plated two-colour dual 0.03 - 2.08 32 - 14 195 430
component handles

12 12 06 049005 nickel plated two-colour dual component 0.14 - 6.00 26 - 10 195 430
12 12 10 049012 nickel plated two-colour dual component 2.50 - 10.00 13 - 7 195 430
12 19 02 049036 spare blades for 12 12 02
12 19 06 049043 spare blades for 12 12 06
12 19 10 049050 spare blades for 12 12 10

Two pairs of blades (1) cut
the insulation to a complete
extent. Then the blade pairs
move apart, and thus the 
insulation is removed form-
fit (2). The plier opens auto-
matically after the stripping
procedure.

Teflon® is a registered Trademark of 
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
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